White Paper: Letterhead, typing paper, stationary, index cards, note paper, copy machine paper, pre-printed forms, white paper with colored lettering (no background color), other non-stick white paper, and any size white paper scraps.

NO WAX PAPER, TRACING PAPER, TAPE, GLUE, OR OTHER ADHESIVES!

Colored Paper: Paper products similar to previous category except with color, white paper with any amount of background color, envelopes (with or without windows), post-its, manila folders/envelopes, NCR paper, and fax paper.

NO NEON PAPER, DARK SHADED PAPER, GOLDENROD, OR BUTCHER PAPER!

Low Grade Paper: WAX PAPER, TRACING PAPER, Neon paper, dark shaded paper, goldenrod, paper bags, coated or glossy paper, 100% unbleached paper, copy reamwrappers, magazines, paperboard (ex: cereal boxes), museum board, paper with visible fibers, vellum, and butcher paper.

NO PAPER WITH FOOD CONTAMINANTS!

STAPLES, PAPER CLIPS, AND BINDER CLIPS OKAY

Newsprint: Daily newspapers (inserts included).

Books: Place all books next to recycling bins and label for recycling.

NO FOAM BOARD! NO GARBAGE PLEASE!

Cardboard: Corrugated Cardboard (three piece paperboard with one wavy piece in the middle). PLEASE FLATTEN BOXES!

NO MODELS!

Bottles and Cans: All bottles and cans made with metal, plastic, and glass. Drink Boxes (soy, milk and juice containers made with a paper coated with plastic).

NO GARBAGE, PAPER CUPS, OR SHARP BLADES!

THANKS FOR RECYCLING!
CAMPUS RECYCLING 346-0926